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There is empirical evidence that established firms often have difficulty adapting to radical
technological change. Althoughprior work in the evolutionarytradition emphasizes the inertial
forces associated with the local nature of learning processes, little theoretical attention has
been devoted in this tradition to understandinghow managerial cognition affects the adaptive
intelligence of organizations. Through an in-depth case study of the response of the Polaroid
Corporation to the ongoing shift from analog to digital imaging, we expand upon this work
by examining the relationship between managers' understandingof the world and the accumulation of organizational capabilities. The Polaroid story clearly illustrates the importance of
managerial cognitive representationsin directing search processes in a new learning environment, the evolutionary trajectory of organizational capabilities, and ultimately processes of
organizational adaptation. Copyright ? 2000 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

INTRODUCTION
Organizationalchange is difficult. Even when
establishedfirmsrecognizethe need to changein
response to shifts in their externalenvironment,
they are often unable to respond effectively.
Technological change has proven particularly
deadly for established firms, with numerous
examples of establishedfirm failure in the face
of radical technological change (Cooper and
Schendel, 1976; Majumdar,1982; Tushmanand
Anderson, 1986; Henderson and Clark, 1990;
Utterback, 1994; Tushman and O'Reilly, 1996;
Christensen,1997). Existingexplanationsfor failure to adapt to radically new technology have
focused on the natureof a firm's capabilities.1In
Key words:technologicalchange;organizational
learning;

dynamics of capabilities;managerialcognition; inertia
to: MaryTripsas,HarvardGraduateSchool
*Correspondence
of Business Administration,South Hall 219, Soldiers Field
Road, Boston, MA 02163, U.S.A.
1 Since we are focusingon the distinctionbetweencapabilities
and cognition,we use the term 'capabilities'broadlyto representa numberof noncognitivefactorsincludingcapabilities,
competencies,assets, and resources.
Copyright ? 2000 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

this paperwe expandupon this work by examining how managerialcognitioninfluencesthe evolution of capabilities and thus contributes to
organizationalinertia.
In the tradition of evolutionary economics,
much researchhas focused on how existing technological capabilities, codified in the routines,
procedures,and informationprocessing capabilities of the firm, limit its adaptive intelligence
(Arrow, 1974; Nelson and Winter, 1982; Teece,
Pisano and Shuen, 1997). A firm's prior history
constrains its future behavior in that learning
tends to be premisedon local processesof search
(March and Simon, 1958; Levitt and March,
1988; Teece, 1988). When learningneeds to be
distant,and radicallynew capabilitiesneed to be
developed,firmsoften fall into competencytraps,
as core competencies become 'core rigidities'
(Leonard-Barton,1992). A firm's nontechnological assets also influencethe directionof its technological trajectory(Dosi, 1982). Firms are more
likely to develop technologies that can utilize
existing complementaryassets-assets essential
for the commercializationof the technology
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(Teece, 1986; Helfat, 1997). For instance,a firm's
existing marketing capability, particularly its
knowledge of customers, makes it more likely
to develop technologies that appeal to existing
customersas opposed to a new set of customers
(Christensen,1997).
Empiricalevidence supportsthe importanceof
capabilitiesin explaining incumbentinertia and
subsequentfailure. When a new technology is
'competencedestroying'in that it requiresmastery of an entirelynew scientificdiscipline,established firms are more likely to fail (Tushman
and Anderson, 1986). More subtly, when a new
knowledge'
technologydestroysthe 'architectural
of the firm-knowledge about interfaces among
productcomponents-establishedfirmsalso suffer
(Hendersonand Clark,1990). Finally,when technological change destroys the value of a firm's
existing complementaryassets, the firm is more
likely to fail (Mitchell, 1989; Tripsas, 1997).
While most innovation scholars have emphasized the role of capabilities,othershave focused
on the role of cognition in explaining organizational inertia (Garudand Rappa, 1994). Since
managersare boundedlyrational,they must rely
of the worldin order
on simplifiedrepresentations
to process information (Simon, 1955). These
imperfectrepresentationsform the basis for the
developmentof the mental models and strategic
beliefs that drive managerial decisions. They
influence the manner in which managersframe
problemsand thus how they searchfor solutions.
Cognitive representationsare typically based
on historical experience as opposed to current
knowledge of the environment (Kiesler and
Sproull, 1982). For instance, as senior managers
work togetherover time they often develop a set
of beliefs, or 'dominantlogic' for the firm based
on their shared history (Prahalad and Bettis,
1986). These beliefs include a shared sense of
who the relevantcompetitorsare (RegerandHuff,
1993; Porac et a.,

1995; Peteraf and Shanley,

1997). Firm foundersalso play a significantrole
in establishingbeliefs, leaving their imprint on
the organizationlong aftertheirdeparture(Baron,
Hannan,and Burton, 1999). Given the influence
of the historicalenvironmenton the development
of beliefs, in rapidly changingenvironmentstop
managers often have difficulty adapting their
mental models, resulting in poor organizational
performance(Barr, Stimpert, and Huff, 1992;
Brown and Eisenhardt,1998).
Copyright ? 2000 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

Our goal in this paper is to explore how the
combinationof capabilitiesand cognition helps
to explain organizationalinertia in the face of
radical technologicalchange. We focus on cognition at the level of the seniormanagementteam
given the critical influence of top management
teams on strategic decision making (Mintzberg,
1979; Hambrickand Mason, 1984). We examine
how managerial cognitive representationsmay
play a centralrole in termsof constrainingorganizationalbehavior,and ultimately,the development
of a firm's capabilities (Zyglidopoulos, 1999;
Gavettiand Levinthal,2000). In orderto explore
the relationshipbetween capabilities,cognition,
and inertia, we perform an in-depth historical
case study of a firm undergoinga radical transition. We analyze how the PolaroidCorporation
has respondedto the ongoing shift from analogto
digital imaging.2The firm providesa particularly
compellingexample in that, despite early investments and leading-edge technical capability in
areas related to digital imaging, the firm has so
far not performedwell in the digital imaging
market.We explore why Polaroid has had difficulty, with an emphasis on understandingthe
role of both capabilities and cognition in
explainingorganizationalinertia.
We find that by restrictingand directingsearch
activities related to technology development,
managerialcognition influencesthe development
of new capability.For instance, given Polaroid
senior management'sbelief in pursuing largescale 'impossible' technological advances, the
firm made significantinvestmentsin developing
technicalcapabilityrelatedto digital imaging. At
the same time, their belief in a razor/bladebusi2

Digital imaging is the capture, manipulation, storage, transmission, and output of an image using digital technology.
Digital imaging is competence destroying for analog photography firms in that it requires the mastery of new scientific
domains such as semiconductors/electronics as well as the
development of different distribution channels and new customer relationships. (For more detail on the technologies
involved in digital imaging see Rosenbloom, 1997.)
There is also a great deal of uncertainty about the digital
imaging competitive landscape with firms from the photography, consumer electronics, computer and graphic arts industries all converging on the industry. While the first digital
cameras arrived on the market in the late 1980s, only recently
has consumer demand for digital imaging skyrocketed. As of
the end of 1998 there were over 70 firms that had entered
the digital camera market with over 250 models available.
The industry is growing rapidly, and the worldwide digital
camera market is expected to reach $10 billion by the year
2000 (Future Image Report, 1997).
Strat. Mgmt. J., 21: 1147-1161 (2000)

Capabilities, Cognition, and Inertia
of a standness model delayedcommercialization
alone digitalcameraproduct.Understanding
processes of organizational change thus requires
examining not only the central inertial forces
associatedwith developing new capabilities,but
also the impactthat cognition has on such processes.

METHODS AND DATA
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interviewing retired employees as well as
employees who had moved to other companies.
We interviewed individuals present during the
'Land era' (before 1980) as well as outsiders
broughtin at various points in time in order to
facilitatedigital imaging efforts. Every key manager involvedin Polaroid'sdigitalimagingefforts
was contactedand interviewed.Some individuals
were contacted multiple times as we worked
through the iterative process of data collection
and theory development.In total, we conducted
20 interviews with 15 individuals.We stopped
interviewing/collectingmaterialwhen a level of
saturationwas reached(Glaserand Strauss,1967).
Interviewswere open ended, but based on a
common set of questions.Intervieweeswere first
asked to discuss their specific role in the company, and how it changed over time. We then
asked them to broadly discuss the evolution of
digital imaging activities vis-a-vis the evolution
of activities in the traditionalinstant imaging
business. A third set of questions specifically
dealt with the emergence of strategicbeliefs in
the digital competitivearena,and the factorsthat
constrainedor inhibitedthis process. Interviews
lasted from 1 hour to all day.
Data collection, data analysis,and conceptualization have been iterative (Glaser and Strauss,
1967). Analysisbeganwith a clustermethodology
(Aldenderferand Blashfield, 1984) where each
researcheridentified common words and topics
for clustering.Cluster labels included both firm
capabilitiesand managerialbeliefs/mentalmodels.
Researchersthen met, compareddifferences,and
repeatedthe clustering,resultingin a final set of
groupings related to both capabilities and cognition.

This researchis based on an in-depth,inductive
case studyof the PolaroidCorporation'shistorical
involvementin digital imaging. Given the openended nature of our questions regarding the
relationship among capabilities, cognition, and
inertia,we felt that this approachwould be most
useful for theory building (Glaser and Strauss,
1967; Miles and Huberman,1994; Yin, 1984). In
addition,by takinga long-termhistoricalperspective we gain insight into the evolutionarynature
of both capabilitiesand cognition.A combination
of public data, company archives,and interview
datawere collectedon the evolutionof Polaroid's
activities relatedto both digital imaging and the
traditionalinstantphotographybusiness.
Publicly available data included a complete
set of historicalannualreports,financialanalyst
reports, prior studies of Polaroid's history, and
business press articles on both Polaroidand the
digital imaging industry.We were greatly aided
by extensivepriorhistoricalwork on EdwinLand
and Polaroid's position in instant photography
(McElheny, 1998). Company archives supplementedpublicly availabledata. Historicalstrategic plans, organizationcharts, internalmemos,
and technicalpapershelped to documentthe evolution of the organization.
Finally, we interviewed a sample of current
and ex-Polaroid employees. Our sample varied POLAROID IN DIGITAL IMAGING
along three dimensions.First, it includedindividuals from multiple levels of the organizational Polaroid'sfoundations:1937-80
hierarchy.We interviewedex-CEOs,other senior Polaroid was founded in 1937 by Edwin Land,
managers,mid-level project managers,and first- based on his inventionof light-polarizingfilters.
line researchscientists and marketingspecialists. It was Land's work in instantphotography,howSecond, we included individuals from multiple ever, thatmadePolaroida householdword.Polarfunctionalareas.Researchand development,mar- oid introducedthe first instantcamera,a 5-pound
were all representedin device thatproducedlow-qualitybrownand white
keting, and manufacturing
our sample. Third, we included individuals pictures,in 1948. Fromthat point forward,Polarpresentat differentpoints in Polaroid'shistoryin oid focused on making improvementsto the
order to understandhow the organizationhad instantcamera.Throughongoing research,Polarevolved. In many cases this process involved oid was able to significantlyimprovethe picture
Copyright? 2000 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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quality, decrease the development time required,
introduce color, and enable one-step development
(see Table 1 for a list of major instant photography developments). Firm performance was exceptional, with average annual compounded sales
growth of 23 percent, profit growth of 17 percent,
and share price growth of 17 percent between
1948 and 1978.
This period of strong performance culminated
in a clear set of firm capabilities and managerial
beliefs resulting from both Land's imprint on the
firm and years of innovation related to instant
photography. We next review what these capabilities and beliefs were and how they influenced
subsequent search activities related to digital
imaging (see Figure 1).
Capabilities: 1980
As one would expect, Polaroid's capabilities centered around its dominant position in instant photography. The firm's knowledge of the technologies relevant to instant photography technology
was unsurpassed in the industry. Land himself
held over 500 patents. The firm's patent position
was so strong that when Kodak entered the instant
photography market in 1976 Polaroid successfully
sued them for patent infringement and was able to
exclude Kodak from the U.S. market.3 Polaroid's
knowledge included not only a strong understanding of silver halide chemistry, but also a foundation in optics and electronics. For instance,
Polaroid spent over $2 million on the develop-

ment of the eyepiece for the SX-70 camera in
the mid-1970s. The firm also used sonar technology to add an autofocus feature to some of
its cameras.
Manufacturing was another of Polaroid's
strengths. While manufacturing of both cameras
and film was originally subcontracted, at the end
of the 1960s Land decided to bring manufacturing
in-house. For this purpose, both a camera manufacturing plant and a color negative plant were
built. The evolution of these plants over time
resulted in two distinct manufacturing capabilities: one in precision camera assembly and
another in thin film coating.
Finally, the firm had strong distribution through
mass market retailers such as K-Mart and WalMart. This innovative use of channels contributed
to Polaroid's success. By avoiding direct competition with traditional cameras, which were sold
primarily through specialized camera stores,
Polaroid was able to establish a strong presence
without inciting a competitive response.
Beliefs: 1980

Land was a strong character, notorious for his
autocratic manner and strong control of Polaroid
as well as his absolute commitment to both
science and instant photography (McElheny,
1998). His imprint can be codified in a number
of beliefs that dominated the senior management
team at the end of this period.
Polaroid was clearly a technology-driven, not
market-driven company. Land considered science
to be an instrument for the development of prodTable1. Polaroid'smajor instantphotographydevel- ucts that satisfy deep human needs-needs that
could not be understood through market research.
opments,1948-80
He therefore did not believe in performing market
Advance
Year
research as an input to product development;
Polaroid's technology and products would create
First instantcamera:sepia (brownand a market.
1948
white) film
Consistent with this philosophy, Polaroid manFirst black and white film
1950
First instantcolor printfilm
1963
agement firmly believed that success came
camera
1964
Colorpack
through long-term, large-scale research projects.
PolaroidSwinger,first low-priced
1965
This philosophy was summarized by Land in
camera(under$20)
the
1980 Annual Report's Letter to Shareholders,
SX-70 (one-stepdevelopingwith no
1972
he wrote, 'Do not undertake the program
where
waste)
unless the goal is manifestly important and its
Sonarautomaticfocusing
1978
achievement nearly impossible. Do not do anything that anyone else can do readily.' A member
of senior management during that time com3 After a
lengthy court battle, in 1991 Polaroid was awarded
mented in an interview, 'What we were good at
$924.5 million in damages from Kodak.
Copyright? 2000 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure1. The evolutionof capabilitiesand beliefs at Polaroid

was major inventions.Large-scale,lengthy projects that other firms would hesitate to tackle.'
Several projects during this period were exemplary of this belief. For instance, in 1972, the
firm announcedthe SX-70 instant camera after
spendinghalf a billion dollarson its development
over an 8-year period. The camera was revolutionaryin that it was waste free: after exposing
the film, it ejected a picture that developed as
the customerwatched.The one-step SX-70 camera was a huge commercialsuccess and served
to reinforce the firm's belief in funding major
inventions.
Anotherfirmlyheld belief of managementwas
that customers valued a physical instant print.
For this reason,productssuch as video camcorders were not considered competition. As Land
wrote to shareholdersin 1981, 'None of the
electronic devices which preparetapes or magnetic recordsto be viewed in television satisfied
the conditions imposed by that early dream [of
an instant print].' The success of the Polaroid
Copyright? 2000 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

instantcamerawas taken as primafacie evidence
of this need.
Throughout this period there was also an
obsessionwith matchingthe qualityof traditional
35 mm prints, driven by a belief that customers
required 'photographic'quality. As the 1982
Annual Report's Letter to Shareholdersstated,
'Ourresearchand engineeringefforts continueto
be challengedto bring our amateursystems to a
level of performanceconsistent with the best
in photography.'
Finally, there was a strong belief in the
razor/bladebusiness model. While Polaroid had
initially made money on both camera hardware
and film in 1965 with the introductionof the
'Swinger' model, a decision was made to adopt
a razor/bladepricing strategy.The firm dropped
prices on camerasin orderto stimulateadoption
and subsequentdemandfor film. Film prices and
thus margins were then increased.This strategy
was extremelysuccessful,and over time a fundamental,commonlyheld belief developed:Polaroid
Strat. Mgmt. J., 21: 1147-1161 (2000)
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could not make money on hardware, only afraidof going into whole new technical areas.'
software(i.e., film). In one of our interviews,an Similarly,one of the individualsinvolved in elecex-CEO began his commentswith the following: tronic imaging development commented, 'We
comparedourselvesto Bell Labs. Our orientation
was 'technicalchallenge-we can do it."
One of the things that's terriblyimportant,and
The Electronic Imaging group's exploratory
I thinkmost people understandit but maybe not
as fully as they should,is thatin the photographic
efforts were guided by a desire to eventually
business all the money is in the software,none
product
develop an instant digital camera/printer
of it's in the hardware... We were good at
termed'PIF' for PrinterIn the Field. This product
makinghardwarebut we never made money on
concept combined electronic semiconductor
it ... So the fundamentalobjectivein these things
(CCD) sensors for image capture, software for
was to find ways to advanceproductsbut that
wouldbe useful for improvingthe softwaresales.
image enhancement,and instant film for image
output. As the 1984 Annual Report's Letter to
shareholdersstated, 'We believe that there is
BEYOND INSTANT PHOTOGRAPHY- considerablepotentialin developing new hybrid
DIGITAL IMAGING SEARCH: 1981-89 imaging systems that combine instant photography and electronics.'This work culminatedin a
The capabilitiesand beliefs articulatedabove had 1990 patent (U.S. #4,937,676) for an 'electronic
a profoundinfluence on Polaroid's approachto camerasystem with detachableprinter.'
The PIF concept built on both Polaroid'sprior
digital imaging. These digital imaging search
efforts were led by a new CEO, Bill McCune, capabilitiesand beliefs. Since the output was to
who took over for Land in mid-1980. McCune, be on instantfilm, it leveragedthe firm's strong
a Polaroidemployee since 1939, had taken over film-manufacturing
capabilities.It was also, howthe presidency in 1975 and was a long-time ever, consistent with the firmly held belief in a
razor/blademodel. Since the digital camera was
researchcolleague of Land's.
McCune began by committing substantial bundledwith instantfilm output,therewas a clear
investmentdollarsto digitalimagingtechnologies. consumable/softwarepiece of the product. In
An electronicimaginggroupwas formedin 1981, addition,the productwas consistentwith the belief
and as part of this effort work began on a that consumersvalued an instant physical print.
microelectronicslaboratory.The microelectronics Ratherthan providecustomerswith the capability
laboratoryopened up in 1986 after a capital to view images on somethinglike an LED screen,
investment of about $30 million, and with an they were providedwith an immediateprint.
The second major area of digital imaging
operatingbudget of about $10 million/year.By
1989, 42 percent of R&D dollars were devoted investmentduring this period was in a medical
to exploring a broad range of digital imaging system called Helios. Helios used a high-energy
technologies.A 1981 strategicplanningdocument laserto expose a dry film material.It was targeted
identifies the following technological areas for at radiologists as a higher-resolutionsubstitute
IC design, advanced for X-rays.Like the PIF concept,the development
exploration:microelectronics,
opticaldesign, image processing,softwaredesign, of Helios was influencedby bothpriorcapabilities
PC board design, surface mount assembly, and beliefs. Althoughthe media was not instant
CAD/CAM/FEAdesign, and fiber optics.
film, its development still leveraged Polaroid's
While peripherallyrelated to prior technical chemical knowledge base. In addition,manufaccapabilities(e.g., to knowledgeof electronicsfor turing of the Helios media was quite consistent
instant cameras), these technologies primarily with the thin film coating capabilitiesutilized in
covered new scientific ground for Polaroid.For the manufactureof instantfilm.
The Helios business model was also consistent
instance, about 90 percent of the employees in
the microelectronics lab were newly hired. with the belief in the razor/blademodel used in
Developing radically new technical capability, instantimaging.The majorityof the profitstream
however, was quite consistent with Polaroid's was to come from the sale of high-marginmedia
belief in the primacyof technology.As ex-CEO followingthe sale of the hardware.In commenting
McCune stated in one of our interviews, 'If you on the broadsupportfor Helios, one managerin
have good technical people you shouldn't be the electronicimagingarea told us, '[Helios] was
Copyright ? 2000 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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been fundamental to increasing the typically
smallermarginsin the hardwarebusiness. At the
same time, fast product developmentcapability
would have been necessaryto permitthe timely
introductionof innovative productsin a market
where product life cycles were measured in
months, as opposed to the years Polaroid was
accustomedto for its instant imaging products.
Polaroid'sweakness in productdevelopmentwas
characterizedby one digital imaging manageras
follows: 'Polaroid didn't have a sense of the
distinctionbetweenresearchand productdevelopment. It was all mixed up. Many people were
totallyobliviousto what it meansto get a product
was too costly. It took us too long ... but it did really developedand make it readyfor the market
miracles ... We were three years late, and we place.' Although it is unclear whether Polaroid
never got the hardwarecosts in line. But by God, could have been successful at developing either
we tried to bite off the whole world ... new of these capabilities,senior management'sbelief
media, new lasers, new this, new that. And that in the razor/bladebusiness model and their resistance to supportingactivities that were not fully
goes back to doing the impossible.'
In additionto working on PIF and Helios, a consistent with this view precludedany investsmall numberof electronicimagingproductswere ment in them.
Senior managementbeliefs also influencedthe
developed and shipped during this period. A
series of image recorderswas sold, startingin evolutionof marketingcapability.Consistentwith
1983. These machineswere used to printimages the belief that technology was dominant,Polarfrom computeror video input onto instant film, oid's top managementviewed the transitionto
slides or transparencies.Targetedat specialized digital imaging througha technology-focusedfilvertical markets such as graphic arts, these ter. Digital imaging was therefore viewed primachines were never sold in large quantities. marily as a technological, not a market shift,
These productswere once againbuildingon exist- with the majorityof digital imaging investment
ing knowledgeof chemistryfor the outputmedia, directedtowardsthe developmentof new technialthough the electronic front-end was clearly cal capabilities.As a consequence,the firm never
based on newly acquiredknowledge.The poten- invested in developing any sales or marketing
tial for an ongoing stream of media sales also capability specific to digital imaging. For
made these products consistent with the instance, rather than establish new distribution
razor/bladebusiness model.
channels, the existing sales force was chartered
While the beliefs of seniormanagementclearly with selling electronic imaging products. This
influenced search activities that did take place, approachwas taken despite the protestsof those
they also had a direct influenceon activitiesthat directlyinvolvedin digitalimagingproductdeveldid not take place. In particular,there were three opmentwho were aware of the profoundmarket
importantareas of capability that Polaroid did differencesbetween instant and digital imaging.
not invest in: low-cost electronicsmanufacturing As one memberof the electronicimaging group
capability,rapid productdevelopmentcapability, in the mid-1980's told us, 'We were not really
and new marketingand sales capability.
happy about it, but there was not much else we
In order to compete successfully in the hard- could do.'
ware arenausing a businessmodel differentfrom
the traditional razor/blade approach, Polaroid
would have to have developed low-cost elec- Resulting capabilities and beliefs: 1990
tronicsmanufacturing
capabilityandrapidproduct The actions taken from 1980 to 1989 were infludevelopment capability-two areas in which enced by prior capabilitiesand beliefs, but also
Polaroidwas particularlyweak. Strong,low-cost resultedin a gradualshift in those same capabilielectronics manufacturingcapabilitywould have ties and beliefs. By the end of 1989 Polaroidhad
not, in their [senior management] minds ... an

electronicimagingthing.It had an electronicfront
end, but it's a film productand you make the
money on the film. So it fell into the conventional
wisdom. This is why it was always well funded
and well taken care of.' A member of senior
managementat the time confirmedthis perspective
commenting,'I haven't found many people that
can make a buck outside of the consumablearea
... and so I think that Helios was part of that
same business model. It fit comfortablyinto it.'
Helios also fit the belief in large-scaleinvention.
In reflecting on the large investmentsmade in
Helios, a seniormanagersaid, 'The technology...

Copyright? 2000 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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not only continued to evolve its expertise in
technologies related to traditionalinstant photography,but also the firmhad developedleadingedge technical capability in a number of areas
relatedto digitalimaging.Whereasthe percentage
of the firm'spatentsrelatedto electronicsbetween
1976 and 1980 was only 6 percent,between 1986
and 1990 that had increasedto 28 percent.
Polaroid'simage sensor technologywas particularly strong with a numberof clear advantages
over competingsensors. By producinga higherqualityraw inputfile, Polaroid'ssensorswere able
to generatea resolutionof 1.9 millionpixels when
the majorityof the competitionhad sensors that
generatedonly 480,000 pixels. Polaroidalso held
a patent on the ability to use rectangularrather
thansquarepixels. This technologyimprovedcolor
recovery.Finally,whereasmost compressionalgorithmsresultedin loss of informationand thus a
decreasein image quality,Polaroidhad developed
lossless compressionalgorithms.Polarproprietary
oid was therefore well positioned by 1989 to
develop a leading-edgedigital camera.
During this time period the composition of
the senior managementteam remainedrelatively
unchanged.In 1986 McCune stepped down as
president and CEO (although he remained
chairman)but his successor, MacAllisterBooth,
had been with Polaroid since 1958 and was a
long-time member of senior management. In
addition,seven of the nine officers on the ManagementExecutive Committeein 1989 had been
membersin 1980. It is not surprising,therefore,
that the overall beliefs of senior management
remainedrelatively static duringthis period.
In particular,the belief in the razor/bladebusiness model remainedfirmly ensconced. Clearly,
this business model was still appropriatefor the
traditionalinstant photographybusiness. It was
also continuingto be applied to digital imaging.
An employee who joined the firm's electronic
imaging group in 1989 commentedon what he
found: 'What's the business model? It's the
razor/blade ... so we make money with the film.

They [senior management]wanted to duplicate
that in the electronic domain. This idea was
pervasive.It was an idea they could easily relate
to becauseit was continuingthe instantphotography business model. Right?'
There was also still a strong sense that customers wanted instant prints. The 1985 Letter
to Shareholdersstates, 'As electronic imaging
Copyright ? 2000 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

becomes more prevalent,there remains a basic
humanneed for a permanentvisual record.'Similarly, an employee who joined the firm's electronicimaging areain 1990 commented,'another
truth[I encountered]was that people really value
an instant print. This was also an ontological
truth.'
Finally, there was still a strong emphasis on
matchingthe quality of 35 mm cameras,in both
the instantand digital imaging domains.A number of new films for instant cameras were
announced in the 1980s, including new highcontrast and high-speed films. The electronic
imaging group was also working on developing
a mega-pixel sensor that would enable a photographic-qualityimage to be produced from a
digitalcamera.As one employeein the electronic
imaging area commented, 'Polaroidwas always
stung by the assessmentthat instantphotography
was really cool, too bad the quality stunk ... the

entire motivation as near as I could detect for
the investmentsthat they put into sensor technology and so on was to counteractthe 35 mm
quality deficit.'
The most significant change in senior management'sbeliefs was a shift away from being a
purelytechnology-drivencompany.Polaroidfaced
stagnantgrowth for the first time in the 1980s
with waning demand in the traditionalinstant
photographymarket.After having achieved double digit annual sales growth for 30 years, total
sales actuallydecreasedbetween 1980 and 1985.
Faced with this situation,managementplaced an
increased emphasis on marketing,and a formal
marketresearchfunctionwas established.Market
input also became an official part of the product
developmentprocess.In the 1989 Letterto ShareholdersBooth stated, 'We have studiedthe needs
of our customers in each market segment and
those needs are driving the developmentof our
new products.'This statementis in directcontrast
to the philosophyarticulatedby Land.

REFOCUSING ON DIGITAL
IMAGING-SEARCH ACTIVITIES:
1990-98
In 1990, electronic imaging moved up in the
corporatehierarchyas part of a major reorganization. Three market-focused divisions-Consumer, Business, and Scientific/TechnicalImagStrat. Mgmt. J., 21: 1147-1161
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ing-were formed in addition to a fourth:
Electronic Imaging Division. The Electronic
Imaging Division was intendedto feed products
to each of the three market-focuseddivisions. At
the same time, the exploratoryinvestmentsof the
1980s were curtailedin 1990 when researchinto
fiber optics, solar cells, and disk drives was cut.
This decisionwas madein orderto focus research
efforts on those technologies directly related to
productsunderdevelopment.In addition,in 1993
the MicroelectronicsLab was sold to MIT,ending
the majority of Polaroid's more basic research
in microelectronics.
The composition of the electronic imaging
group also changed dramatically after 1990.
While a long-timePolaroidemployeewas initially
in charge of the group,the majorityof members
were new hires with experiencein digitalimaging
and other high-technologyindustries.Consistent
with the new belief in being more marketdriven,
an electronicimagingmarketinggroup,comprised
entirelyof new hires, was established.This group
was given the charterto develop a digital camera
productconcept. Once this concept was defined,
a new hire was put in charge of the overall
developmentproject. And in 1994 anotheroutsider was broughtin to head up the entiregroup.
This individual brought in yet more outsiders,
assigning them to key strategicpositions within
the electronicimaging group.
Clearly, these new individuals,with no prior
Polaroid experience,had a differentperspective
from thatof seniormanagement.The digitalcamera productconcept developedby the group was
thereforequite differentfrom the prior PIF concept. While this digital camera could eventually
be bundled with a Polaroid instant film printer,
the initial concept includedjust a high-resolution
camera, targeted at professionals in industries
such as real estate that had a need for 'instant
verification,' not necessarily an instant print.
Given Polaroid'sleading position in sensor technology development,the marketinggroupfelt that
Polaroid could offer a significant price/
performanceadvantageover the competition.By
1992, there was a working prototype of the
camera.
One can best characterizethe periodfrom 1990
to 1996 as one of cognitive dissonancebetween
seniormanagementand the newly hiredmembers
of the Electronic Imaging Division. This clash
was driven by fundamentallydifferent beliefs.
Copyright? 2000 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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First, there was disagreementaboutthe appropriate business model for digital imaging. One of
the newly hired individualsdescribedto us the
ongoing dialoguewith seniormanagementas follows:
The catch [to our productconcept]was that you
had to be in the hardwarebusiness to make
money. 'How could you say that? Where's the
film? There's no film?' So what we had was a
constant fight with the senior executive managementin Polaroidfor five years ... We constantlychallengedthe notion of the currentbusiness model, the core business, as being old,
antiquatedand unable to go forward ... What
was fascinatingto me was that these guys used
to turn their noses up at 38 percentmargins...
But that was their big argument,'Why 38 percent? I can get 70 percent on film. Why do I
want to do this?'

Senior management,on the other hand, felt that
the electronicimaging group did not understand
the limitations of Polaroid's manufacturingand
product development capabilities. As discussed
earlier,given the strongbelief in the razor/blade
model, Polaroid had not invested in developing
the manufacturingcapability necessary to make
money on 'razors.'In addition,the belief in largescale projects with lengthy developmentcycles,
had precludedinvestmentin fast productdevelopment capability.Managementdid not, therefore,
feel comfortablecompetingwith firms that possessed these capabilities.As one senior manager
noted, 'We're not just going to be up against
Kodak, Fuji, etc. We're going to be up against
30 consumer electronic companies-the Sonys,
Toshibas, Hitachis, the Intels, etc. We need to
have a unique idea that correspondsto our core
capabilitiesand the way we relate to the marketplace.' There was also concern about Polaroid's
ability to simultaneouslymanage very different
businesses as voiced by anothersenior manager:
'Can we be a down and dirty manufacturerat
the same time we're an innovator over here?
Can you have two differentphilosophiesrunning
simultaneouslyin the company?'
As a result of this ongoing clash between
senior managementand the Electronic Imaging
Division, there were continuousdelays in developmentrelatedto the digital camera,an inability
to committo relationshipswith potentialstrategic
partners,and ultimately a lengthy delay in the
commercializationof a digital camera product.
Strat. Mgmt. J., 21: 1147-1161 (2000)
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Despite having a prototypein 1992, Polaroiddid
not announce its PDC-2000 mega-pixel camera
until 1996. By that point in time there were
over 40 other firms on the marketselling digital
cameras. The PDC-2000 received a number of
awards for its technical achievement (the Netguide Magazine State-of-the-ArtAward, Publish
magazine's Impact Award, and the European
TechnicalImage Press Association'sBest Digital
Product of 1996), but it did not do well in
the market.AlthoughPolaroidwas more 'market
driven' in the sense of using customerneeds as
an input to development,senior managementstill
did not perceivethe need for differentsales channels. The ElectronicImaging Division requested
separatesales supportfor the PDC-2000,but was
told that they had to use the instantphotography
sales force. As one frustratedindividual commented, 'We had productsin the $1000 range
and these people were used to going to K-Mart
and WalMart.'In 1997 a follow-on PDC-3000
was announced,after which developmentactivity
ceased. By this point in time, the majorityof the
individualshired to staff the ElectronicImaging
Division in the early 1990s had left Polaroid.
Other activities of the Electronic Imaging
Division also encountered senior management
resistancethroughoutthe early 1990s. Given the
belief in a razor/blademodel, one obvious avenue
for Polaroid to explore was the developmentof
alternativehardcopy technologies, such as ink
jet or thermal dye sublimation.The belief that
consumers needed 'photographicquality,' however, kept senior managementfrom committing
to these alternatives.As one memberof the ElectronicImagingDivision commented,'We had the

investmentof about $120 million in development
(comparedto $30-$40 million for the Electronic
Imaging Division), that it was not organizedas
part of the ElectronicImagingDivision, but was
a separate group. As discussed earlier, Helios
continuedto receive such strongsupportbecause
it was consistentwith both Polaroid'scapabilities
and the beliefs of seniormanagement.In addition
a spin-off of the Helios technology, dry-output
film for the graphic arts, also received support
for the same reasons. Helios finally reached the
marketin 1993 after almost 10 years of development effort. Unfortunately,despite its technical
achievement,Helios was not successful in the
market.This failure was attributedto a number
of factorsincludingthe lack of strengthin distribution as well as misreadingof the film size
requiredby radiologists.Digital imaging losses
of $180 million in 1994 and $190 million in
1995 were primarilyattributedto Helios. In 1996
the Helios division was sold to SterlingDiagnostic, althoughPolaroidstill provides the film and
lasers.
The sale of the Helios group was just part of
an overall decrease in commitmentto internal
developmentof digital imaging technologies. In
1996 a new CEO, Gary DiCamillo, succeeded
MacAllisterBooth. DiCamillo was the first outsider to hold this position, and he broughtwith
him a new top managementteam. Of 25 directors
listed in the 1998 Annual Report, 15 had joined
Polaroidafter DiCamillo's arrival.With a background in consumer marketing, DiCamillo
decreased the focus on technology even more.
Soon after arriving at Polaroid he commented,
'We'renot in the businessto get the most patents.
capability ... but there was disbelief that ink jet We're not in the business to write the most
could be near photographicquality.Mathematical researchpapers. And we're not in the business
models and demos couldn't convince people.' A to see how many inventions we can come up
member of senior managementexplained their with' (Convey, 1996). Consistent with this
reluctanceto accepta lower-qualityink-jetoutput approach, research and development expenses
as follows: 'I spent an awful lot of my life, [Sr. were cut from $165.5 million in 1995 to $116.3
ManagerX] spent almost all of his life-a lot of million in 1996. Not surprisingly,development
us ... [Sr. Manager Y] spent an awful lot of his of Polaroid's next-generationdigital camera,the
life focusing on improving the quality of the PDC-300 announcedin 1997, was totally outinstant image ... So that was an every day, all sourced.
In conjunctionwith the decreasedemphasison
day part of our lives ... so that can't help but
have been indelible in the DNA or something.' technology, DiCamillo and his team placed
The one digital imaging productthat received renewed emphasis on marketing in both the
consistent,ongoing supportthroughoutthis period instantphotographyand digital imaging domains.
was the Helios medical imaging system. In fact, While the amount of money allocated to R&D
Helios was such a large project,with an annual decreased, the amount spent on advertising
Copyright ? 2000 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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increased slightly from $124.1 million in 1995
to $134.6 million in 1996. Polaroid'smarketing
departmentcreateda new categorycalled 'photoplay,' with products such as the Barbie instant
cameraintroducedin 1998.
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position in the marketplace.In addition,despite
its early technologicallead, Polaroidis ultimately
left with quite limited technical strengthin this
emergingmarket.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Resulting capabilities and beliefs: 1998
The series of digital imaging disappointments Ourgoal in this paperwas to explorethe relationcombined with a new top managementteam ship among capabilities, cognition, and inertia.
resulted in the evolution of capabilities and While prior work in the evolutionarytradition
beliefs. By 1998 Polaroid's earlier strength in has shown thatfailuresto adaptto radicaltechnodigital imaging technologies had significantly logical discontinuitiesoften stem from the local
diminished. The firm had about 50 internal nature of learning processes and, consequently,
employeesdevotedto digital imagingresearchas from the relative rigidity of organizationalrouopposedto a high of about 300 in 1992. Consis- tines (Teece et al., 1994), little emphasis has
tent with this decrease, the belief in the value been devoted, at least in this tradition,to underof large-scaleinventionhad disappeared.Instead standingthe role of managerialcognitionin drivPolaroidwas focused on rapid incrementalprod- ing the dynamics of capabilities. Through the
uct development.'We have announcedour inten- Polaroidstory,we clearlydemonstratethat search
tion of becoming a new products company ... to processes in a new learning environment are
bring20 to 40 new productsto marketeach year,' deeply interconnectedto the way managersmodel
DiCamillostatedin the 1998 AnnualReport.The the new problem space and develop strategic
transitionfrom a technology-drivento a market- prescriptionspremisedon this view of the world.
From a strictly evolutionarypoint of view,
driven company also seemed complete with the
'photoplay' category taking on increased stra- one would expect Polaroidto have had difficulty
tegic importance.
developing new, unrelated digital imaging
Some parts of the senior managementbelief technologies. Instead, we find that the firm had
system,however,were surprisinglysimilar.DiCa- little problemovercomingthe path dependencies
millo supportedthe razor/bladebusiness model, normally associated with knowledge evolution.
statingin a 1997 interview, 'In the digital world Indeed, thanks to the early investmentsin elecwe believe that hard copy is required ... Unless tronic technologies,Polaroidwas able to develop
there is a consumablecomponent,the business leading-edgecapabilitiesin a broadarrayof techmodel falls apart.So we have to focus on what's nological areas related to digital imaging. For
consumableand what value-addedwe can provide instance,by the time the marketfor digital camthat's unique' (Rosenbloom,1997: 16) His com- eras startedto take off in the early 1990s Polaroid
mitment to photographicquality and therefore had a working prototype of a high-resolution,
conventionalfilm was also quite strong. 'What mega-pixeldigitalcamerathatwas a step function
are we? What are we good at? We're pretty improvement in price/performancerelative to
good at creatingimages instantly.Not very many otherproductsin the market.Similarly,Helios, a
companies can do that ... there's both a time medical imaging system aimed at replacing Xand a skill requiredto take conventionalfilm and ray technologies, althougha commercialfailure,
make it look good. Substitutetechnologysuch as was a major technologicalachievement.Despite
ink jet or thermal technologies are interesting, these capabilities,Polaroidfailed to adaptto the
but they'renot here yet' (Rosenbloom,1997: 13). radicalchanges that had occurredin the imaging
Clearly the digital imaging market is still competitive landscape. Understandingthis paraevolving, and it is uncertainwhat Polaroid'sulti- doxical behaviorrequiresus to go beyond explamate position will be. We believe it is fair to nationsfocusingon the localnessof learningprocsay, however, that having invested in and esses and on the inertiaof a firm's competencies.
We argue that only by consideringthe role of
developedsuch strongtechnicalcapabilityin digital imaging in the 1980s it is disappointingthat cognition and its implication in terms of the
Polaroidwas unableto capitalizeon its technical learning dynamics of the organizationcan one
Copyright? 2000 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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gain insights into this apparentinconsistency.As
previously documented, a number of strong
beliefs were deeply diffused in the top managementof the company,and remainedsubstantially unalteredduring its entire history. During
the Land era, the companywas characterizedby
a solid belief in the primacy of technology,
according to which commercial success could
only come throughmajorresearchprojects.There
is little doubt that Polaroid'searly explorationof
the electronic domain, the basis for its stateof-the-art technological competencies in digital
imaging, was legitimated by this view of the
world.Despite the absenceof a marketfor digital
imaging applications,duringthe 1980s the company kept allocatingconsiderableresourcesto this
technological trajectory.For at least a decade,
resourceallocationin digital imaging was totally
disjointed from any notion of performance.To
put it simply, Polaroiddid not experiencemajor
difficulties searchingin a radicallynew technological trajectoryand developingnew technological competencies,largely due to the consistency
of this purelyexploratorybehaviorwith the belief
in the primacyof technology.
A second commonlyheld belief was thatPolaroid could not make money on the hardware,but
only on consumables,i.e., the razor/blademodel.
This business model, successfully developed and
adopted in the instant imaging business, was
applied to the company's activities in digital
imaging, and we believe was a main source of
Polaroid'sinertia.At the beginningof the 1990s,
when a market for digital imaging applications
slowly started to emerge, senior managers
strongly discouraged search and development
effortsthatwere not consistentwith the traditional
business model, despite ongoing efforts from
newly hired membersof the ElectronicImaging
Division to convince them otherwise. Digital
camera development efforts, for instance, were
stalled given the inconsistencywith a razor/blade
business model. Similarly, Polaroid never
and prodattemptedto developthe manufacturing
uct developmentcapabilitiesthatwould have been
key had Polaroid decided to compete in digital
imaging with a nonrazor/bladebusiness model.
(e.g., as a low-cost/high-quantity hardware
producer.)In contrast,products such as Helios
that were consistentwith this view of the world
received unconditionalsupport on the part of
senior managers.
Copyright ? 2000 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

In short, if on the one hand Polaroid'sbeliefs
allowed the company to develop the necessary
technologicalknowledgefor competingin digital
imaging,they becamea powerfulsourceof inertia
when decisions were taken on how to further
develop such knowledgein specific productsand
activities.This evidence points to the deep interrelationshipsbetween a manager'sunderstanding
of the world and the accumulationof organizational competencies. Although much current
theorizingon the dynamicsof capabilitiesemphasizes the inertialeffects of the path dependencies
associated with learning processes, we believe
that understanding
how capabilitiesevolve cannot
neglect the role of managerialcognitiverepresentations, especially in constrainingand directing
learningefforts. Importantly,emphasizingcognitive elements in the explanationof the genesis
and evolution of capabilitiesraises both positive
and normativeissues that traditionalexplanations
in the evolutionaryrealm largely overlook.
A particularlyimportantissue is the question
of how beliefs evolve within organizations.Can
the top management team, for instance, simultaneouslymanage businesses with different
dominantlogics (Prahaladand Bettis, 1986)? In
the Polaroidcase, we find thatseniormanagement
was able to develop new beliefs for digital imaging only as long as those beliefs were consistent
with the instant photography business. For
instance,they recognizedthe importanceof being
more marketdrivenin both the instantphotography and digital imaging domains. In contrast,
they found it difficultto endorsea nonrazor/blade
business model for digital imaging given that
it was still the prevalentmodel for the instant
photographybusiness.In such situationsTushman
and O'Reilly (1996) have found that successful
organizationsare 'ambidextrous,'simultaneously
embracing multiple contradictory elements
throughan organizationalarchitecturethat combines a mix of autonomyand centralcontrol.
Turnoverin the top managementteam is also
an important driver of change. In particular,
changes in both the CEO and executive team
have been found to initiatediscontinuousorganizationalchange (Tushmanand Rosenkopf,1996).
At Polaroid, the arrival of an outsider CEO,
DiCamillo,combinedwith a new top management
team, significantlychangedelementsof the belief
system. The shift from lengthy, large-scale,technology-driven invention to rapid, incremental,
Strat. Mgmt. J., 21: 1147-1161 (2000)
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market-drivenproductdevelopmentis epitomized ference in signals that the two groups were
by Polaroid's new focus on products for the receiving about the market. This evidence is
'photoplay'market.In rapidlychangingenviron- suggestive not only of the presence of profound
ments, however, ongoing turnoverof top man- cognitivedifferencesacrosshierarchicallevel, but
agement teams is likely to be impractical.In also that there might be structuralreasonsunderthese situations,the developmentof 'deframing' lying differencesin cognitive adaptabilityacross
skills, the ability to question current strategic hierarchicallevels (Gavetti, 1999).
beliefs in an ongoing way, becomes increasingly Finally, this work raises importantquestions
important(Dunbar,Garud,and Raghuram,1996). regardingthe origins of both capabilityand cogThese argumentssuggest that a crucial chal- nition. The vast majorityof researchin each of
lenge for organizationsfacing radicaltechnologi- these areas has focused on the capabilities and
cal discontinuitiesis the ability to distinguish cognitionof establishedfirms,with limitedunderchangesthatrequireonly the developmentof new standing of their historical development.In the
technologicalcapabilitiesfrom changes that also case of Polaroidit appearsthat Edwin Land, the
requirethe adoptionof differentstrategicbeliefs. founder,had a profoundand lasting influenceon
For Polaroid, digital imaging represented an the development of both capabilities and coginstance of the latter type of change: success in nition. However, given that that not all founders
this new competitive landscape requiredfunda- are as memorableas Land, one might ask what
mentally differentstrategicbeliefs as articulated other initial factors are important. Work on
at the time by individualsin the digital imaging organizationalimprintinghas demonstratedthat a
conditionsat organigroup. However, radical technological disconti- broadrangeof environmental
nuities do not always provoke mutationsin the zationalfounding(e.g., the social, economic, and
bases of competition. In fact, in some cases competitiveenvironments)have a lastinginfluence
enduringbelief systems can be a source of com- on organizationalstructure and culture (e.g.,
petitive strength(Collins and Porras,1994; Porac Stinchcombe, 1965; Kimberly, 1975; Boeker,
and Rosa, 1996). In this situation, cognitive 1988). How do these same environmentalfactors
change can be highly dysfunctional for the affect capabilities and cognition? By focusing
organization, since strategic reorientationsare futureresearcheffortson start-upfirms,in addition
costly and associated with high mortalityrates to establishedfirms, we believe we can start to
(Tushman and Romanelli, 1985; Amburgey, addressthese questionsand significantlyenrichour
Kelly, and Barnett,1993; Sastry, 1997). In parti- knowledgeof both the origins and the evolution
cular, changes in the basic strategicbeliefs of a of firm capabilitiesand cognition.
firm typically have short-termdisruptiveeffects
on organizationalpracticesand routines(Gavetti
and Levinthal, 2000). When environmental ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
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